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1.0 Introduction
MSPI SkyCipher® V3.0 is an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES, 256-bit), FIPS 140-2
Compliant, Symmetric-Key, File Encryption application for Microsoft Windows 10.
MSPI SkyCipher® replaces MSPI CodeBook™. SkyCipher allows you to Encrypt,
Decrypt and Euthanize Windows files of any type.
Using SkyCipher, you can Encrypt, Decrypt and Euthanize files on virtually any storage
device or solution of your choosing, including your HDD, removable storage devices
and cloud-based storage, backup, archival and file sharing solutions including your
Windows “OneDrive”.
SkyCipher provides a low cost, highly-effective, End-to-End means of protecting your
critical information as it transits the Global Internet and also while it is at-rest on storage
devices controlled by others. Here is a summary of the most relevant SkyCipher
features:
1. Encrypt and Decrypt Windows Files of Any Type. SkyCipher allows
you to Encrypt and Decrypt Windows files of any type, using
Professional-Grade, Strong AES Encryption.
2. Euthanize Windows Files of Any Type (CBEUTH). SkyCipher also
allows you to euthanize files of any type. Euthanization renders a file
permanently unusable and permanently non-decryptable. Files that have
been SkyCipher-Euthanized, and then Deleted, cannot be re-constituted
with computer forensic methods. Files are SkyCipher-Euthanized with a
randomly-generated, one-time-key called a “CBEUTH”.
3. The SkyCipher Internal Key (CBIK). As a convenience, SkyCipher
provides you with a single Internal Key. This Key is referred to as the
“CBIK”. Anyone with SkyCipher can decrypt files that have been
encrypted with the CBIK, if they have those files.
4. SkyCipher User Keys (CBUK). When you must guarantee that only
your intended Recipients can decrypt your files, then you use a
SkyCipher User Key (CBUK). You, the Sender, define and apply a CBUK
to encrypt the files and your Recipients use it to decrypt the files. User
Keys (CBUKs) are not stored. You are the only person who knows a
CBUK’s value. Therefore, you must remember CBUK values and you
must also convey those values to your Recipients, via a means of your
choosing, such as a person-to-person conversation. If a CBUK’s value is
forgotten then files encrypted with that key will remain encrypted – until
the Key is correctly remembered.
5. Version 3.0 - Focused on Simplicity and Ease-of-Use. Strong AES File
Encryption is a powerful capability. When you control it, and use it as
intended, it is a powerful, positive capability. If used against you, or if it
is misused, it becomes a powerful, negative capability. Keeping this in
mind, SkyCipher V3’s simplification and enhanced Ease-of-Use requires
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the User to understand the potentially-destructive nature of this
applications and to use it with caution.
6. Sold through the Microsoft Store. MSPI SkyCipher® is sold exclusively
through the Microsoft Store. Visit there by clicking your Windows 10
computer’s “Store” icon. Then enter the Search term “MSPI”. MSPI
SkyCipher is found under the “Security” category.

2.0 Summary of Changes for Version 3.0
SkyCipher Version 3.0 (V3), released in September 2018, represents a major revision of
the product. The list below summarizes the changes for Version 3.0:


Performed a 100% complete rebuild, moving from Visual Studio 2015 to Visual
Studio 2017.



Changed the application architecture from “Windows Store” to “Universal
Windows Platform” (UWP).



Re-wrote the User Interface (UI) using purpose-built XAML versus a Microsoft
Windows Store template.



Re-wrote all procedural logic in C# (i.e., from Visual Basic).



Reviewed and improved all Exception Handling code.



Removed the “Lock/Unlock”, “Settings” and “Credentials” functionality in
order to increase overall simplicity and Ease-of-Use.



Consolidated the “About”, “User Guide” and “Version” functionality into a
single page called “Information”.



Performed extensive testing to insure backward compatibility with MSPI
CodeBook, MSPI SkyCipher and MSPI ObjectX.



Replaced the MSPI Code Signing Certificate with a new MSPI certificate.



Updated the user Guide.



Re-certified with the Microsoft Store.



Maintained price at $19.99.



Maintained Free-Trial period 15-days.

3.0 “In-Place” File Transformation
SkyCipher allows the User to selectively Encrypt, Decrypt or Euthanize One, Many or
All files within any User Folder that they have access to. The files always remain within
that folder and are simply transformed in-place, based upon the User-specified action:
 Plaintext-to-Ciphertext (Encryption).
 Ciphertext-to-Plaintext (Decryption).
 Plaintext-to-Non-Decryptable-Ciphertext (Euthanization)
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 Ciphertext-to-Non-Decryptable-Ciphertext (Euthanization)

4.0 The SkyCipher V3 User Interface (UI)
The SkyCipher V3.0 Top Level User Interface (Home) is composed of four (4) active,
clickable tiles and is shown in the figure below. A brief description of each tile’s purpose
continues after the figure.

Figure-1: The SkyCipher V3.0 Top Level UI



ENCRYPT - Allows the User to specify the Encryption Key Type, select
the physical Location of the files, select the files, and initiate encryption



DECRYPT - Allows the User to specify the Decryption Key Type, select
the physical Location of the files, select the files, and initiate decryption.



EUTHANIZE - Allows the User to select the physical Location of the files,
select the files, and initiate Euthanization. Euthanization renders files
permanently unusable and permanently non-Decryptable. SkyCipher
V3.0 will Euthanize: (1) PlainText Files, and (2) Encrypted Files (i.e., both
CBIK and CBUK files).



INFORMATION - Provides a brief description of SkyCipher, provides
contact information for MSPI Technical Support, and provides a
hyperlink to download this User Guide from the MSPI website.

4.1 ENCRYPT
The ENCRYPT tile is used for encrypting files that are on, or accessible from, the User’s
computer. When the tile is clicked, the following screen is displayed:
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4.1.1 Encrypting Files with the CBIK
By default, SkyCipher will encrypt files using its internal key called the “CBIK”. The
CBIK is an internally-stored, 32-character, 256-bit Encryption Key. Files encrypted with
the CBIK can be decrypted by anyone who has MSPI SkyCipher and access to those files.
To proceed, the User clicks the “Select the Files to Encrypt” button. On the page that
appears, they pick:
A. The Physical Location of the Files.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to encrypt.
At this point, the encryption screen will look like the picture shown below. In this
example the User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > SkyCipher-V3-Test1” and has
“Selected All” files found there.
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Next, the User clicks the “Encrypt the Selected Files with the CBIK” button and
encryption begins.
SkyCipher immediately returns to the “ENCRYPT Files” screen. The User will see the
results of the encryption they have specified. For a small number of files the results will
be immediate. For a large number of files, or a number of large files, they will be able to
watch the Encryption Results update as SkyCipher proceeds with the specified
encryptions.
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Each encrypted file will have the term “_CBIK” appended to its name. For example, if a
file name was “File29.pdf” before encryption, then the file name will become
“File29_CBIK.pdf” after encryption. When the file is later decrypted, by MSPI SkyCipher
or MSPI ObjectX, the “_CBIK” will be removed leaving the original filename.
Notes for CBIK-Encryption and CBUK-Encryption:
1. Files Already Encrypted - If the User has selected one or more files that
have already been MSPI-encrypted (i.e., _CBIK, _CBUK, _CBEUTH),
SkyCipher will skip those files. SkyCipher does not re-encrypt files that
are already MSPI-encrypted. Upon completion of the encryption cycle,
the field called “Files Already Encrypted” will show the number of files
that were skipped.
2. Files Too Large to Encrypt - If the User has selected one or more files that
are too large for in-memory encryption, SkyCipher will skip those files.
Upon completion of this encryption cycle, the “Files Too Large to
Encrypt” field will show the number of files that were skipped.
3. Files Not Encrypted - If SkyCipher encounters an internal exception
while encrypting any file, SkyCipher will skip that file. Upon completion
of the encryption cycle, the “Files Not Encrypted” field will show the
number of files that were skipped due to internal computational
exceptions. In this case, the User should re-examine the Folder to see
which File or Files were not encrypted. They should then re-select those
files and attempt to encrypt them again.

4.1.2 Encrypting Files with a CBUK
To apply the most secure encryption, the User encrypts files using a SkyCipher User Key
(CBUK).
1. The CBUK field is case sensitive. For example, the CBUK sub-strings
“abc123” and “abC123” are different.
2. CBUKs are not stored. The User who originates a CBUK is the only
person who knows that CBUK’s value. If a CBUK’s value is forgotten,
files encrypted with that key will remain unusable. Thus, a CBUK
originator is responsible for:
 Establishing a secure means for remembering the
CBUK’s value.
 Establishing a secure means for privately conveying
the CBUK’s value to other SkyCipher or ObjectX
Users who will need it to decrypt the files of interest.
To use a CBUK for encryption, the User first clicks the toggle switch button. The toggle
switch button will then say “The User-Supplied Key (CBUK) Below” and the CBUK field
will be enabled for data entry. The User then enters the desired 32-character CBUK.
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A 32-character CBUK is a 256-bit Encryption Key. In the example below, CBUK = the
titanic has been lost at sea, has been specified. SkyCipher counts the key’s length for you
and will not permit entry of a CBUK longer than 32-characters.

A CBUK can be any 32-character string (i.e., 32-characters is a 256-bit key) of keyboard
characters. For example, the string “gaM%.OaSQ(`hml2ck49-J6?md?+_HmLO” is valid
but difficult to remember.
Files encrypted with a CBUK can be decrypted by someone who has MSPI SkyCipher®
or MSPI ObjectX™, access to those CBUK-encrypted files, and exact knowledge of the
CBUK used to encrypt the files.
The User proceeds by clicking the “SELECT the Files to ENCRYPT” button. On the page
that appears next, the User will pick the following three things:
A. The Physical Location of the Files.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Encrypt.
At this point, the encryption screen will look something like the picture shown below. In
this example the User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > SkyCipher-V3-Test1” and has
selected all files.
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Next, the User clicks the “Encrypt the Selected Files with the CBUK” button shown
above. SkyCipher immediately returns to the “Encrypt Files” screen shown below. On
that screen, the results of the encryption will be displayed. The User will be able to
watch the Encryption Results update as SkyCipher proceeds with the specified
encryptions.

Upon completion, each successfully-encrypted file will have the term “_CBUK”
appended to its name. For example, if a file was named “Object30.pdf” before
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encryption then it will be named “Object30_CBUK.pdf” after encryption. When the file
is later decrypted, the “_CBUK” will be removed leaving the original filename. A
normal, successful CBUK-Encryption cycle will result in a screen that looks something
like this:

4.2 DECRYPT
The DECRYPT Files tile is used for decrypting files that are on, or accessible from, the
User’s computer. When the User clicks the DECRYPT tile they will see the following:
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By default, SkyCipher will attempt to decrypt using the CBIK. If the User knows that
they will be selecting one or more files that have been CBUK-encrypted then they will
need to click the toggle switch button and enter the correct CBUK in the field provided.
In this example, the User will be performing CBUK-Decryption on files that have been
encrypted with the CBUK = the titanic has been lost at sea. Thus, the User’s screen will
look like this:

Next, the User clicks the “SELECT the Files to DECRYPT” button. On the page that
appears next, the User picks the following three items:
A. The Physical Location of the Files.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Decrypt.
At this point, the decryption screen will look something like the picture shown below.
The User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > SkyCipher-V3-Test1” and has selected all
files.
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Next, the User clicks the “Decrypt the Selected Files with the CBUK” button and
decryption begins. SkyCipher immediately returns to the screen shown below. On that
screen, the User sees the results of the decryption.

Notes for CBIK-Decryption and CBUK-Decryption:
1. Files Already Decrypted - If the User has selected one or more files that
are in PlainText format, SkyCipher will skip those files. Upon completion
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of the decryption cycle, the field called “Files Already Decrypted” will
show the number of files that were skipped.
2. Files Too Large to Decrypt - If the User has selected one or more files that
are too large for in-memory decryption, SkyCipher will skip those files.
Upon completion of this encryption cycle, the “Files Too Large to
Encrypt” field will show the number of files that were skipped.
3. Files Not Decrypted - If SkyCipher encounters an internal exception
while decrypting any file, SkyCipher will skip that file. Upon completion
of the decryption cycle, the “Files Not Decrypted” field will show the
number of files that were skipped due to internal computational
exceptions. In this case, the User should re-examine the Folder to see
which File or Files were not decrypted. They should then re-select those
files and attempt to decrypt them again, making sure that they are using
the proper decryption method/key.
4. CBUK Decryption Stops – If the User is performing CBUK-decryption,
and they have not supplied the correct CBUK, decryption will stop when
the first internal exception occurs. When this happens, SkyCipher will
post the message “CBUK Key is Incorrect” in the “Status” field and then
stop decrypting.
For a small number of small files the decryption results are immediate. For a large
number of files or a number of large files, the User will be able to watch the Decryption
Results update as SkyCipher proceeds with the specified decryptions. Each decrypted
file will have the term “_CBIK” or “_CBUK” removed from its name, restoring each file
name, and the file itself, to its original plaintext condition.

4.3 EUTHANIZE
SkyCipher Version 3.0 includes a “EUTHANIZE Files” capability. Euthanization renders
files permanently unusable and permanently non-Decryptable. Thus, it must be used
with extreme caution. SkyCipher V3.0 will Euthanize the following file types:


PlainText files of any type.



Files that have been previously CBIK-Encrypted.



Files that have been previously CBUK-Encrypted.

Files that have been SkyCipher-Euthanized, and then Deleted, cannot be re-constituted
with computer forensic methods. When the EUTHANIZE tile is clicked, the following
screen will appear:
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The most important item on this screen is the WARNING message. SkyCipher
Euthanization is lethal and “forever”. It must be used with great caution. In this version
of SkyCipher (V3.0):


Each file is Euthanized with a One-Time, Randomly-generated
Encryption Key and Initialization Vector. If, for example, 300 files are to
be euthanized, then 300 Unique, One-Time, Randomly-generated
Encryption Key and Initialization Vector pairs are produced by
SkyCipher.



SkyCipher V3.0 will not Euthanize files that have already been
SkyCipher-euthanized (i.e., CBEUTH).

After the User clicks the “SELECT the Files to EUTHANIZE” button, they use the screen
that appears to select:
A. The Physical Location of the Files to Euthanize.
B. The Folder containing the Files.
C. The Files to Euthanize.
At this point, the Euthanization screen will look something like the picture below. For
this example the User has chosen “This PC > Pictures > SkyCipher-V3-Test4”. All files
have been selected.
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Five of the files are PlainText, five are CBIK-encrypted and five are CBUK-encrypted.
Next, the User clicks the “Euthanize the Selected Files” button. Because Euthanization is
a completely destructive and permanent action, SkyCipher will present a final warning
message as shown below:

If the User has any doubts about the Euthanization, then they click the “No” button and
then click the “GoHome” button to return to the Top Level SkyCipher User Interface.
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If the User has complete confidence in the decision to Euthanize the selected files, then
they click the “Yes” button.
If “Yes” is chosen, the results of the Euthanization will be presented. A successful
Euthanization cycle will result in a screen that looks like the one below:

Each euthanized file will have the “_CBEUTH” term added to its name, as shown below:
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4.4 INFORMATION
The INFORMATION tile may be clicked any time the User wishes to see the version
number for the currently-installed instance of SkyCipher, the MSPI email address for
Technical Support, or to click a hyperlink to download this User Guide from the MSPI
website.

5.0 Recommended Maximums & Performance Notes
To achieve best performance, MSPI SkyCipher does all of its File-Encrypting and FileDecrypting “In Memory” (i.e., in your computer’s RAM memory).
As expected, it takes more computational work and more computer memory to encrypt
or decrypt a Big File than it does to encrypt or decrypt a Small File.
In other words, as your file size goes up, the compute and memory demand on your
computer will also go up.
The RECOMMENDED MAXIMUMS, shown in the tables below, are based on a state-ofthe-art Windows 10 computer with an Intel CORE i7 processor, a conventional hard disk
drive (HDD), and 16 GB (or 8GB) of physical memory.

Table-1: Recommended Maximums CORE-i7/16GB/HDD
Operation

Max Individual File Size

Max Number of Files Selected

ENCRYPT

400+ MB

4,500

DECRYPT

400+ MB

4,500

EUTHANIZE

400+ MB

4,500
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The RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM ESTIMATES shown below are based on a state-of
Windows 10 computer with an Intel CORE i7 processor, a conventional hard disk drive
(HDD), and 8 GB of physical memory.

Table-2: Recommended Maximums CORE-i7/8GB/HDD
Operation

Max Individual File Size

Max Number of Files Selected

ENCRYPT

200+ MB

4,500

DECRYPT

200+ MB

4,500

EUTHANIZE

200+ MB

4,500



Note-1: If you are Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on a removable
USB Drive, overall Encryption/Decryption timelines will be noticeably
longer (i.e., longer than on your local HDD) depending upon the
generation of USB Drive.



Note-2: If you are Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on your
Windows “OneDrive” (i.e., a Cloud-Resident virtual drive) overall
Encryption/Decryption timelines will be somewhat longer (i.e., longer
than on your local HDD) because you are going through the Internet to
retrieve each File-of-Interest and store each transformed File-of-Interest.
File transformation (i.e., Encryption or Decryption) is still performed
within your computer’s RAM memory.



Note-3: If you are Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on a
commercially-available, Cloud-Resident file storage or file sharing
solution, overall Encryption/Decryption timelines will be somewhat
longer (i.e., longer than on your local HDD) because you are going
through the Internet to retrieve each File-of-Interest and store each
transformed File-of-Interest. File transformation (i.e., Encryption or
Decryption) is still performed within your computer’s RAM memory.



Note-4: If you are Encrypting or Decrypting files that are on a Local Area
Network (LAN) drive, overall Encryption/Decryption timelines will be a
bit longer (i.e., longer than on your local HDD) because you are going
through the LAN to retrieve each File-of-Interest and store each
transformed File-of-Interest. File transformation (i.e., Encryption or
Decryption) is still performed within your computer’s RAM memory.



Note-5: For best performance, if you select a large number of files (e.g.,
4,500) to encrypt or decrypt, then those files should be of small or normal
size (i.e., a few megabytes or tens of megabytes per file). Files of this size
are processed rapidly.



Note-6: For best performance, if you select a group of large files (e.g., 100
megabytes to 400 megabytes per file) to encrypt or decrypt, then restrict
the number of files selected. Files of this size take more time to process.
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